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ABSTRACT
Understanding vector fields resulting from large scientific simulations is an important and often difficult task. Streamlines, curves that are tangential to a vector field at each point, are a powerful visualization method in this context. Application of streamline-based visualization to very large vector field data represents a significant challenge due to the non-local and data-dependent nature of streamline computation, and requires careful balancing of computational demands placed on I/O, memory, communication, and processors. In this paper we review two parallelization approaches based on established parallelization paradigms (static decomposition and on-demand loading) and present a novel hybrid algorithm for computing streamlines. Our algorithm is aimed at good scalability and performance across the widely varying computational characteristics of streamline-based problems. We perform performance and scalability studies of all three algorithms on a number of prototypical application problems and demonstrate that our hybrid scheme is able to perform well in different settings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Simulations on the current generation of supercomputers are producing data sets of unprecedented scale. To achieve the fundamental goal of scientific insight from the resulting very large datasets, a variety of problems must be addressed pertaining to their storage and handling. For simulations that involve vector fields, integral curves, or streamlines, are one of the most illuminating techniques to obtain insight; they are a cornerstone of visualization and analysis across a great variety of application domains. Drawing on an intuitive interpretation in terms of particle movement, they are an ideal tool to illustrate and describe a wide range of phenomena encountered in the study of application-domain vector fields, such as transport and mixing in fluid flows. However, calculating integral curves in large data presents a significant challenge because their calculation is non-local and data dependent. Thus, leveraging parallel computational resources to achieve scalable and well-performing visualization in this setting requires optimal parallelization strategies that adapt smartly to the widely varying characteristics of integral curve computation.

Starting from these observations, in this work, we explore a number of such algorithms and introduce a novel adaptive parallelization scheme that addresses some of the unique problems of parallel streamline computation and provides improved performance. While efforts towards parallel streamlines are typically focused mostly on the size of the considered vector field data or are aimed at accelerating a pre-chosen visualization technique, the discussion and parallelization scheme we present here are aimed at a very general setting. Beyond taking into account data size, we also focus on an analysis of the different characteristics of integration-based problems, such as for example the number of integral curves to be computed, to guarantee good parallelization and scalability over a wide range of situations encountered in applications.
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Overall, we provide a comprehensive analysis of three different parallel strategies. The first two studied schemes, static data decomposition and an on-demand loading of required data, refer to established parallelization paradigms. The novel parallelization strategy we present here is a hybrid method, aimed at optimal load balancing with minimal I/O and good scalability. The key design aspect of our new method is to exploit coherency in streamline computation to allow an optimal workload distribution across processors. To obtain insight into the respective characteristics and performance of all three approaches, we study their behavior on a number of representative application problems involving integral curve computation. Besides documenting the performance benefit available from our hybrid scheme, we aim at providing data points and heuristics that can generally help scientists choose a parallelization strategy depending on the parameters of an integration-based problem.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. After briefly examining the visualization background of streamline-based methods and reviewing previous work in Section 2, we discuss the general setting that we base our analysis on in Section 3. This includes a detailed description of the considered application problems and the different degrees of freedom that determine their respective computational characteristics. We then describe the parallelization strategies we consider here and introduce a new hybrid scheme in Section 4, together with a consideration of some of the theoretical performance aspects of all three methods. Section 5 reports performance measurements and provides a discussion of the observed behavior and scalability of the different strategies. Finally, in Section 6, we provide a number of heuristic decision guidelines based on the observed measurements that can be used to pick one of the presented parallelization strategies for future problems.

While the discussion in this paper is largely implementation-agnostic, we wish to point out that the methods described here are easily implemented using commonly used visualization pipeline architectures. Specifically, we provide a full implementation of the present work in the open-source VisIt [1] visualization system that is freely available to the research community.

2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Streamlines

For a stationary vector field $v$ that does not depend on time, an integral curve is called a streamline and is given by the ordinary differential equation

$$\dot{S}(t) = v(S(t, x)) \quad \text{and} \quad S(t_0) = x_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Hence it describes a parameterized curve that starts at the seed point $x_0$ and is tangent to $v$ over its parameter interval $[t_0, t_1]$ for $t_0 < t_1$.

In the discrete setting we are concerned with in this work, streamlines are approximated using numerical integration methods to approximate the describing ordinary differential equations. There is an extensive body of work on this topic, and we refer the interested reader to [11]. In our streamline implementation, we use an integration scheme of Runge-Kutta type with adaptive stepsize control as proposed by Dormand and Prince [18]. However, the material discussed in the remainder of this paper equally applies to most other customarily used integration schemes.

The visualization and analysis of vector fields is an active research area, and so-called integration-based techniques that derive vector field visualization from integral curves have progressed well beyond the direct depiction of individual streamlines or a small subset of them [16]. Integral surface techniques [10, 13] compute and visualize a surface consisting of all streamlines emanating from a common curve, while flow volumes examine the behavior of entire volumes of particles [23, 2]. Topological methods, on the other hand, aim at extracting the structural skeleton of a vector field by considering the dynamical system induced by it and computing critical points and stable and unstable manifolds. More recently, the notions of Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents and Lagrangian Coherent Structures [12, 15, 19] were introduced to allow for an accurate structural analysis of time-varying vector fields. These Lagrangian methods, which can require many thousands to millions of streamlines, are built on observing the separation between closely neighboring particles as they are advected, and coherent structures are then identified by lines and surfaces along which this separation is maximal.

2.2 Parallel Streamline Computation

The parallel solution of streamline-based problems has been considered in previous work using different approaches. An early treatment of the topic was given by Sujudi and Haimes [21], who made use of distributed computation by splitting a block in consideration into several sub-blocks and assigning each processor one such sub-block. A streamline is communicated among processors as it traverses different sub-blocks.

Other examples of applying parallel computation to streamline-based visualization include the use of multiprocessor workstations to parallelize integral curve computation (e.g. [14]), and research efforts were focused on accelerating specific visualization techniques [4]. Similarly, PC cluster system were leveraged in to accelerate visualization of time-varying Line Integral Convolution volumes [17] or particle visualization for very large data [7].

Focusing on data size, out-of-core techniques are commonly used in large-scale data applications where data sets are larger than main memory. These algorithms focus on achieving optimal I/O performance to access data stored on disk. For vector field visualization, [22] presented a technique to compute streamlines in large unstructured grids using an octree partitioning of the vector field data for fast fetching during streamline construction small memory footprint. Taking a different approach, Bruckschen et al. [3] describe a technique for real-time particle traces of large time-varying data sets, by isolating all integral curve computation in a pre-processing stage. The output is stored on disk and can then be efficiently loaded during the visualization phase.

More recently, different partitioning methods were introduced with the aim of optimizing parallel integral curve computation. Yu et al. [24] introduced a parallel integral
curve visualization that computes a set of representative, short integral segments termed pathlets in time-varying vector fields. A preprocessing step computes a binary clustering tree that is used for seed point selection and block decomposition. This seed point selection method mostly eliminates the need for communication between processors, and the authors are able to show good scaling behavior for large data. However, this scaling behavior comes at the cost of increased preprocessing time and, more importantly, loss of the ability to choose arbitrary, user-defined seed-points, which is often necessary when using streamlines for data analysis as opposed to getting a qualitative data overview. Chen and Fujishiro [6] apply a spectral decomposition using a vector-field derived anisotropic differential operator to achieve a similar goal.

Two of the methods discussed in this paper (static partitioning and load on demand) are roughly similar to previous work in that they make use of straightforward parallelization strategies to achieve parallel streamline computation. In contrast, our novel hybrid parallelization scheme parallelizes over both streamlines and data size simultaneously, and is thus able to provide improved performance over a wide range of typical scenarios for streamline-based visualization (cf. Sections 3.1). Consequently, the material we provide in the following is intentionally general and does not imply a specific visualization choice or algorithm where advantage could be taken of specific data partitions or seed sets.

Furthermore, we are explicitly aiming at treating unmodified and pre-partitioned data, as output from a simulation. Since a global pre-analysis and re-partitioning of the considered vector field data is computationally expensive and often infeasible due to storage requirements, we do not consider methods requiring such analysis here. Rather, we wish to enable application scientists to apply integration-based visualization to their simulation or measurement data in an “out-of-the-box” fashion. Finally, we note that the algorithms we describe are ideal for integration with the current generation of distributed memory parallel visualization tools, where much of the previous work, for example the work described in [24], would require such tools to undergo large architectural changes.

3. SETTING
In this paper, we are aiming to both qualify and quantify the performance of three different parallelization strategies for streamline computation. Before we provide a discussion of the latter in Section 4, we will first discuss the strongly varying characteristics of integration-based application problems that are likely to have a significant impact on the performance of individual schemes and introduce a number of representative application problems that illustrate them.

3.1 Problem Classification
We classify streamline-based problems according to the four criteria that are described in the following:

Data Set Size. The size of the data set describing the vector field under consideration is crucial in choosing a parallelization strategy. If the considered field is small in the sense that it fits into main memory in its entirety, then optimally performing integral curve computation profits most from distributed computation and to a lesser amount from distributed data. This scenario typically corresponds to a problem where a large number of streamlines must be computed over a relatively small dataset, such as is often encountered when applying Lagrangian analysis or statistical analysis of integral curves or particle trajectories. Conversely, large data cannot be loaded in its entirety and thus requires a form of on-demand loading of required parts of the data. Here, adaptive distribution of data over the available parallel resources and optimal scheduling and dispatch of integral curve computation are necessary traits of a well-performing parallelization approach.

Seed Set Size. If the problem at hand requires only the computation of a few tens to a hundred streamline, parallel computation takes a secondary place to optimal data distribution and loading; we refer to the corresponding seed set as small, and they are most often encountered in interactive exploration scenarios where few integral curves are interactively seeded by a user. A large seed set encompasses many thousands of seed points for integral curves. For such problems to remain computationally feasible, it is paramount that the considered data distribution scheme allows for parallel computation of integral curves.

Seed Set Distribution. Similar to the seed set size, the distribution of seed points is an important problem characteristic. In the case where seed points are located densely within the spatial and temporal domain of definition of a vector field, it is likely that it will traverse a relatively small amount of the overall data. For some applications such as streamline statistics, on the other hand, a sparse seed point set covers the entire vector field domain. This results in integral curves traversing the entire data set. Hence, the seed set distribution determines strongly if performance stands to gain most from parallel computation, data distribution, or both.

Vector Field Complexity. Depending on the choice of seed points, the structure of a vector field can have a strong influence on which parts of the data need to be taken into account in the integral curve computation process. Critical points or invariant manifolds of strongly attracting nature draw streamlines towards them, and the resulting integral curves seeded in or traversing their vicinity remain closely localized. On the other hand, the opposite case of a nearly uniform vector field requires integral curves to pass through large parts of the data. This dependency of streamline computation on the underlying vector field is both counterintuitive and hard to identify without conducting prior analysis to determine the field structure as is done e.g. in [24]. While such analysis can be useful for specific problems, in the context of this paper we are considering a more general setting and do not wish to burden a user with the selection of an appropriate scheme and the extensive computation and storage requirements it entails.

Overall, these problem characteristics determine to what extent a given integration-based problem can profit from parallel computation and data distribution. We next describe a
number of prototypical real-world application problems that exhibit varying characteristics and upon which we base our performance studies.

3.2 Application Problems

To test the effectiveness of the three streamline algorithms outlined below, we apply them to a number of problems that represent typical application scenarios. The datasets include astrophysics, magnetically confined fusion, and thermal hydraulics simulations on regular grids; for each dataset, we consider initial conditions that are both sparse and dense in the respective vector field domains. All analysis test runs for this paper were performed on JaguarPF, a 149,296 processor Cray XT5, located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Astrophysics / Supernova Simulation. For the astrophysics case study, we create streamlines in the magnetic field surrounding a solar core collapse resulting in a supernova. See Figure 1. The vector field used is derived from the magnetic field computed by a GenASiS simulation [8], a multi-physics code being developed for the simulation of astrophysical systems involving nuclear matter [5]. GenASiS computes the magnetic field at each cell face. For the purposes of this scaling study, a cell-centered vector is created by differencing the values at faces in the X, Y and Z directions. Node-centered vectors are generated by averaging adjacent cells to each node. We then resample these vectors onto a grid of various sizes to measure performance of the streamline generation algorithms. For the purpose of this scaling study, we sampled the magnetic field onto 512 blocks with 1 million cells per block. Streamlines performance is studied for both sparse and dense seed points sets.

Tokamak / Magnetically Confined Fusion. The second dataset we consider here results from a simulation of magnetically confined fusion in a tokamak device. The simulation was performed using the NIMROD code [20]. This dataset has the unusual property that most streamlines are approximately closed and traverse the torus-shaped vector field domain repeatedly (see Figure 2). However, there are also streamlines that exhibit chaotic behavior and traverse the entire domain as integration time approaches infinity. This is of interest to the material presented here as highly localized streamlines can diverge strongly over time.

For the purposes of this scaling study, the original mesh is resampled onto 512 blocks with 1 million cells per block, and again, streamline performance is studied for both sparse and densely seeded point sets.

Thermal Hydraulics. Figure 3 illustrates streamlines in a thermal hydraulics simulation. Here, twin inlets pump water into a box, with a temperature difference between the water inserted by each inlet; eventually the water exits through an outlet. The mixing behavior and the temperature of the water at the outlet are of interest. Non-optimal mixing can be caused by long-lived recirculation zones that effectively isolate certain regions of the domain from heat exchange.

The time-varying simulation was performed using the Nek5000 code[9] on a regular grid of twenty-three million elements. Streamlines are seeded according to two application scenarios. First, streamlines are placed uniformly through the volume to show areas of high velocity, areas of stagnation, and areas of recirculation. Second, we seed the streamlines densely around one of the inlets, to see the behavior of particles entering through the inlet. The resulting streamlines illustrate the turbulence in the immediate vicinity of the inlet. Figure 4 depicts this using a stream surface, which are well suited to this type of visualization. To replicate the conditions of stream surface computation for scalability analysis, we have seeded 22,000 streamlines in the shape of a circle immediately around the inlet.
Figure 3: Streamlines in the thermal hydraulics dataset illustrate how the water from twin inlets mix in a box. One inlet introduces warm water (orange), while the other introduces cold water (blue). Although the warm water dominates one side of the box, both temperatures mix before ultimately exiting through the outlet in the upper right.

4. PARALLELIZATION STRATEGIES

In all algorithms, the problem mesh is decomposed into a number of spatially disjoint blocks. Each block may or may not have ghost cells for connectivity purposes. Each block has a time step associated with it, thus two blocks that occupy the same space at different times are considered independent. The three primary algorithms that we present differ fundamentally in how blocks are assigned and reassigned among processors, changing the I/O, memory, and processing profiles so as to address the challenges in data set size, seed set size, seed set distribution, and vector field complexity, as presented in Section 3.

4.1 Static Allocation

This algorithm is a parallelization across the components of the mesh (blocks). In this algorithm we statically allocate blocks to processors such that the first of \( n \) processors is assigned the first \( 1/n \) of the blocks, the next processor the second \( 1/n \) of the blocks, etc. Each streamline is integrated until it leaves the blocks owned by the processor. As each streamline moves between blocks, it is communicated to the processor that owns the block in which it currently resides. A globally communicated streamline count is maintained so that all processors may monitor how many streamlines have yet to terminate. Once the count goes to zero, all processors terminate.

4.2 Load On Demand

This algorithm is a parallelization across the streamlines. In this algorithm, we split up the initial seed points evenly among the processors, with \( 1/n \) of the streamlines assigned to each of the \( n \) processors, grouped by block to enhance data locality. Each processor integrates the streamlines assigned to it until streamline termination. As streamlines move between blocks, each processor loads the appropriate block into memory into an LRU (least-recently used) cache. In order to minimize I/O, each processor integrates all streamlines to the edge of the loaded blocks, loading a block from disk only when there is no more work to be done on the in-memory blocks. Each streamline is only ever owned by one processor, though blocks may be loaded by multiple processors. Each processor terminates independently when all of its streamlines have terminated.

The Load On Demand algorithm makes use of caching of blocks in a LRU fashion; old blocks are discarded if available main memory is insufficient to accommodate new blocks that are required to continue streamline integration. Clearly, having more main memory available decreases the need for I/O operations.

4.3 Hybrid Master/Slave

This algorithm is a hybrid between Static Allocation and Load On Demand. In this algorithm, we dynamically assign both streamlines and blocks to processors in an attempt to load balance on the fly based upon the processor workloads and the nature of the vector field. It attempts to keep all processors busy while also minimizing I/O by choosing either to communicate streamlines to other processors or to have processors load duplicate blocks based on heuristics.

Since detailed knowledge of flow is often unpredictable or unknown, the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm was designed to adapt during the computation to concentrate resources where they are needed, distributing streamlines where needed, and/or duplicating blocks when needed. Through this, we achieve parallelization across data size and streamlines simultaneously, and are able to adapt to the strongly varying characteristics of integration-based problems.

In this algorithm we have a master process that coordinates the workloads of a fixed set of slave processors. The master makes initial assignments to the slaves based on the initial seed point assignment. As work progresses, the master monitors the length of each slave’s work queue and the blocks that are loaded and reassigned streamline computation to balance both slave overload and slave starvation. When the master determines that all streamlines have terminated, it instructs all slaves to terminate.
An incoming status message from a slave indicates that the slaves. Characteristics such as slow network communication between them allow tuning the algorithm towards specific hardware. A good results with $N$ is faster for the slave to load this block and perform integration. If the total workload would rise above this limit, which we typically choose as $N_D = 20 \times N$. For each slave, $S$, in $S_W$, try to assign work by following this sequence in order, terminating the sequence when slave $S$ has been assigned new work:

1. Through the use of the Send$_{force}$ rule, instruct $S$ to offload streamlines in unloaded blocks to other slaves that have the block loaded.
2. If $S$ has more than $N_L$ streamlines in any unloaded block, instruct $S$ to load the block using the Load rule.
3. The application of the Load rule above modifies the set of blocks loaded by the group of slaves. Therefore, check to see if other slaves can send streamlines in unloaded blocks using the Send$_{force}$ rule.
4. If the master has any seed points in a block loaded by $S$, send $N$ seed points from that block using the Assign$_{loaded}$ rule.
5. If the master has any seed points, send $N$ seed points from any block using the Assign$_{unloaded}$ rule. $S$ loads the block.
6. If $S$ still has no work assigned, instruct $S$ to load the block populated with the most streamlines using the Load rule.

For scalable performance, we introduce the concept of multiple masters, allowing for multiple groups of slaves doing work on different portions of the problem. The multiple masters coordinate balancing the work between them, and each master handles a number of slaves $W$. We typically use one master per $W = 32$ slaves. Depending on the machine and network characteristics, a different number might be chosen here.

The Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm is clearly the most complex of the algorithms. The design of the slave process is quite simple. Each slave continuously advances streamlines that reside in blocks that are loaded. Similar to Static Allocation, blocks are cached to the extent permitted by main memory. When the slave can advance no more streamlines or is out of work, it sends a status message to the master and waits for further instruction. In order to hide latency, the slave sends the status message before it advances the last streamline. At each iteration, the slave checks for incoming instructions and streamlines. Initially, each slave is assigned $N = 10$ streamlines. Pseudocode for the slave process is shown in Algorithm 1.

The master is responsible for maintaining information on each slave and managing their workloads. At regular intervals, each slave sends a status message to the master so that it may keep accurate global information. This status message includes the set of streamlines owned by each slave, which blocks those streamlines currently intersect, which blocks are currently loaded into memory on that slave, and how many streamlines are currently being integrated. Load balancing is achieved by observing a slave overload limit $N_D$, and not reassigning streamlines if the total workload would rise above this limit, which we typically choose as $N_D = 20 \times N$ to obtain good results. Similarly, streamlines are not migrated from a slave that has a significant number $N_L$ of outstanding streamlines in the same block; rather, it is faster for the slave to load this block and perform integration in it itself. In our experiments, we have obtained good results with $N_L = 40$. Together, $N_D$ and $N_L$ ensure a balance between computation, I/O and communication, and they allow tuning the algorithm towards specific hardware characteristics such as slow network communication between the slaves.

An incoming status message from a slave indicates that the slave cannot perform more work. The master then makes new assignments based on the following 5 basic rules:

- Assign$_{loaded}$: Master sends $N$ seed points in block $B$ to a slave that has block $B$ loaded.
- Assign$_{unloaded}$: Master sends $N$ seed points in block $B$ to a slave. Slave loads block $B$.
- Send$_{force}$: Master instructs slave $S_1$ to send streamlines in block $B$ to slave $S_2$. The master only uses this rule if its use will not increase the load on $S_2$ above $N_D$.
- Send$_{hint}$: Master sends a hint to slave $S_1$ to send streamlines from a given set of blocks to slave $S_2$ when appropriate. If $S_1$ does not have any appropriate streamlines to send, it ignores the hint. This rule allows the slaves some measure of autonomy for efficiency purposes.
- Load: Master instructs a slave to load block $B$.

At initialization, the streamline seedpoints are distributed equally to each master process. The master algorithm maintains a set of slave records, one record for each slave process. When a slave no longer has work to perform the state is communicated to the master where work decisions are made. Each time the state of the slave is updated, the rules described above are applied. The rules are applied in order, as described below.

When slave status updates arrive, the master identifies the set of slaves with no work to do, if any, $S_W$. For each slave $S$ in $S_W$ try to assign work by following this sequence in order, terminating the sequence when slave $S$ has been assigned new work:

1. Through the use of the Send$_{force}$ rule, instruct $S$ to offload streamlines in unloaded blocks to other slaves that have the block loaded.
2. If $S$ has more than $N_L$ streamlines in any unloaded block, instruct $S$ to load the block using the Load rule.
3. The application of the Load rule above modifies the set of blocks loaded by the group of slaves. Therefore, check to see if other slaves can send streamlines in unloaded blocks using the Send$_{force}$ rule.
4. If the master has any seed points in a block loaded by $S$, send $N$ seed points from that block using the Assign$_{loaded}$ rule.
5. If the master has any seed points, send $N$ seed points from any block using the Assign$_{unloaded}$ rule. $S$ loads the block.
6. If $S$ still has no work assigned, instruct $S$ to load the block populated with the most streamlines using the Load rule.

---

**Algorithm 1 Slave process**

```plaintext
PROCEDURE Slave
  while (not done) do
    while (streamlines to integrate) do
      if Last streamline then
        state ← Calculate slave state
        Master ← state
      end if
      Compute a streamline
    end while
    Process messages from Master
  end while
END Procedure
```
7. Identify the slaves with the most streamlines to process, $S_B$. Randomly select one and send a message using the Send_high rule that $S$ can be supplied with work.

After any rule has supplied a slave with new work, the slave is removed from $S_W$ and not considered for additional work assignments until the slave has completed the newly assigned work and sends a new update status back to the master. As each rule is applied, the master updates its status records for each affected slave. Based on the new work assignments, the master knows the individual and collective state of the group of slaves and is able to make decisions as new status updates arrive. It is possible that after these steps are taken, some slaves may still not have work to do. However, the next time another slave posts a status, the collective state of the work group changes and there is another opportunity for work assignment.

5. PERFORMANCE DISCUSSION

To compare the efficiency of our parallelization strategies, we apply each of the three algorithms to several representative datasets and seed point distribution scenarios and measure various aspects of performance. Because each algorithm parallelizes differently over streamlines and blocks, it is insightful to analyze the performance not only of total running time but also other key metrics that are impacted directly by the parallelization strategy choices.

As an overall metric, we consider total run time or wall clock time of the algorithm. This metric includes the total time to solution of each algorithm, including streamline computation, I/O and communication. Although of most interest to the end user, this metric alone is not sufficiently fine-grained to give insight into the performance of an algorithm on a given dataset with a given initial seed set. To give more fine-grained insight into performance, we also analyze communication, I/O, and block management.

Communication is a difficult metric to report and analyze since all communication in our algorithms is asynchronous. However, to measure the impact of parallelization that involves communication, we measure the time required to post send and receive operations and associated communication management.

To measure the impact of I/O upon parallelization, time spent reading blocks from disk is recorded as well as the number of times blocks are loaded and purged. Because not all the blocks will fit into memory, a LRU cache, with a user defined upper bound, is implemented to handle block purging. To measure the efficiency of this aspect of the algorithm, we define $E$, block efficiency, as the ratio of the number of blocks loaded minus the number of blocks purged to the number of blocks loaded.

$$E = \frac{B_L - B_P}{B_L} \quad (2)$$

For each algorithm, we run using various processor counts on several representative datasets described in Section 3.2 and several initial seeding conditions. To compare different parallelization strategies, we compare performance on fixed problems and processor counts while varying the streamline algorithm.

5.1 Astrophysics simulation

For the astrophysics case study, we create streamlines from 20,000 seed points with both sparse and dense initial seed point placement.

For the astrophysics dataset, the graph in Figure 5 clearly demonstrates the relative time performance of the three algorithms, with the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm demonstrating better performance than either Load On Demand or Static Allocation for both spatially sparse and dense initial seed points. However, even at 512 processors, the difference between Hybrid Master/Slave and Static Allocation for the spatially sparse seed point set is only a factor of 3.8, so we must look at other metrics to determine a winner. An examination of total time spent in I/O, as shown in Figure 6, is particularly instructive. In this graph, we see that the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm performs very close to the ideal, as exemplified by the Static Allocation algorithm. Though Load On Demand performs closely to Hybrid Master/Slave from a time point of view, it spends an order of magnitude more time in I/O for both seed point initial conditions.

We next consider block efficiency (see Equation 2), as shown in Figure 7 for all three algorithms. Static Allocation performs ideally, loading each block once and never purging. Load On Demand performs least efficiently as blocks are loaded and reloaded many times. The performance of the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm is close to ideal for both sparse and dense seed points. The ability of the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm to perform so well for both seed point sets is very encouraging.

It is also useful to consider the time spent in communication.
Figure 6: A logarithmic scale plot of total time spent doing I/O for all three algorithms, as applied to the astrophysics dataset with both sparse and dense initial seed points.

Figure 8 shows the communication pattern for both initial seed point conditions for Hybrid Master/Slave vs. Static Allocation. For the sparse initial condition, Static Allocation performs approximately 20 times more communication than Hybrid Master/Slave as streamlines are sent between the processors that own the blocks. This trend remains even as the number of processors is scaled up. For the dense initial condition, the separation increases by another order of magnitude as Static Allocation performs between 165 and 340 times more communication as the processor count increases. This is because the ratio of blocks needed to total blocks decreases and large numbers of streamlines must be communicated to the processors that own the blocks. (Obviously, no communication occurs with the Load On Demand algorithm.)

5.2 Magnetically confined fusion simulation

For the magnetically confined fusion case study, we create streamlines from 10,000 seed points with both sparse and dense initial seed point placement.

For the fusion dataset, the graph in Figure 9 demonstrates the relative time performance of the three algorithms. In the fusion dataset, the nature of the vector field leads to some interesting performance results. The magnetic field in a fusion simulation rotates within the toroidal containment core. Because of this, regardless of seed placement, the streamlines tend to fill the interior of the torus fairly uniformly. Static Allocation and Hybrid Master/Slave perform nearly identically for both initial conditions. Load On Demand performs poorly for spatially sparse seed points, but very competitively with Static Allocation and Hybrid Master/Slave for a dense seed point set. In the case of Load On Demand with a dense seed point set, good performance is obtained because the working set of active blocks fits inside memory and few blocks must be purged to advance the streamlines around the toroidal core. An analysis of wall clock time does not clearly indicate a dominant algorithm between Static Allocation and Hybrid Master/Slave, so further analysis is warranted. But it is encouraging that Hybrid Master/Slave can adapt to both initial conditions.

The graph of total I/O time is shown in Figure 10. In both seed point initial conditions, as expected, Load On Demand performs more I/O. However, Load On Demand does not have the communication costs and latency of the other two algorithms and so for the case of the dense seed point initial condition, is able to overcome the I/O penalty to show good overall performance.

The graph of total communication time is shown in Figure 11. For a dense seed point set, communication is very high for the Static Allocation algorithm. Since the streamlines tend to be concentrated in an isolated region of the torus, many streamlines must be communicated to the block owning processors. For a sparse seed set, the streamlines are more uniformly distributed and communication costs are therefore lower.

The graph of block efficiency is shown in Figure 12. It is interesting to note that the block efficiency of Hybrid Master/Slave is less than in the astrophysics case study. However, overall performance is still very strong. This indicates that for this particular dataset, better overall performance dictates that more blocks should be replicated across the set of resources.

5.3 Thermal hydraulics simulation

For the sparse case in the thermal hydraulics simulation, we distributed 4,096 seed points evenly on a 16x16x16 grid throughout the box. For the densely distributed case we placed 22,000 seed points around one of the water inlets in the simulation. The graph for total wall clock time is shown in Figure 13. In the sparse case, all three algorithms have similar run-time, consistent with the performance in the previous sections. Note that the performance of all three algorithms is remarkably similar (within a few seconds of
each other) with 512 processors, because this use case is not overly taxing.

The dense seed point case, however, is much more interesting. First, the Static Allocation algorithm ran out of memory and was unable to run. This is because all 22,000 seed points were being processed on a single processor. Even if sufficient memory were available, we would still see tremendous load imbalance, because one processor would be advecting streamlines while the others spin idle. This example illustrates how poorly suited this algorithm is for dense seed point configurations. Also, recall that in Section 3, we identified that such configurations lead to interesting analysis and pictures, so this fundamental limitation of the algorithm is noteworthy.

Further, note that the Load On Demand algorithm outperformed the Hybrid Master/Slave algorithm in the dense case. To understand this, it is important to understand the balance between computation and I/O in this problem. All of the seed points are located in the same portion of the data set, meaning that very little data needs to be read off disk. Because there are so many seed points, the large majority of the execution time is spent doing particle advection. Also, because we only integrated the streamlines a short distance, the streamlines did not travel very far and hence it was not necessary to read many new domains in off disk. This explains the excellent scaling of Load On Demand, because, although data is read redundantly (Load On Demand’s major flaw), not much data needs to be read in overall. (Note that Load On Demand’s I/O times, Figure 14, are not scaling, but that its wall time, Figure 13, does appear to scale, meaning that I/O costs are minor in total execution time.) Essentially, because there are so many streamlines, the I/O time is hidden altogether. So, in this boundary case, Hybrid Master/Slave performs worse, because it doesn’t have all of its processors working at full efficiency, as Load On Demand does.

6. GENERAL ALGORITHM CHARACTERISTICS

As presented in Section 4, the three algorithms we present parallelize across different axes. Load On Demand parallelizes across streamlines, loading blocks as needed with no communication and the associated latency. This algorithm is well suited to datasets that can fit largely in memory or that exhibit flow that is free of vortex-type features larger than the block size. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it can become I/O bound.

Static Allocation parallelizes across blocks, communicating streamlines as needed, and as such, performs minimal I/O.
This algorithm is well suited to datasets were I/O is expensive and seed point sets and flow that distributes streamline computation uniformly throughout the dataset. However, this algorithm can perform very poorly if the streamline distribution is not uniform, e.g. a flow with sources and sinks. In this case, the streamline integration will be largely focused on the few processors that contain the blocks with the sources and sinks.

Hybrid Master/Slave was designed to parallelize across both streamlines and blocks and to dynamically adapt the parallelization strategies as the streamline computation evolves. Our tests cases indicate that this algorithm is best suited for a wide variety of situations and is the recommended algorithm to use for general purpose parallel streamline computation. It is particularly recommended when the flow field is not well understood, as Hybrid Master/Slave will dynamically adapt to the specific nature of the flow. Once the nature of the flow is well understood, the Static Allocation or Load On Demand algorithms are suggested, if they are able to optimize their strengths.

7. SUMMARY

In this paper we undertook a performance characterization of two algorithms based on established streamline parallelization approaches, and one novel algorithm for the generation of streamlines for flow analysis of large datasets. Our results demonstrate fundamental scalability limitations of the Static Allocation and Load On Demand algorithms for...
specific application problems due to memory and processing constraints. This is a consequence of the fact that both algorithms parallelize only over data size or streamline count, respectively.

We demonstrated that a hybrid approach that adapts to the system resources and the unknown flow characteristics provides good scalability for a representative set of large datasets. We contribute a new heuristic-based algorithm that scales over both data size and seed set size by balancing I/O, communication, and computation to achieve scalability on large numbers of processors and for very large data.

While our hybrid algorithm typically performs better than the other two algorithms, there are circumstances in which Static Allocation and Load On Demand algorithms can be superior to the hybrid algorithm, mostly due to the exploitation of efficiencies in communication.

8. FUTURE WORK

Going forward with this work, we plan to further improve our hybrid parallelization scheme to further address load imbalances. Distributing the work is based on several heuristics that may be more or less appropriate depending on data set properties. One possibility for improving scaling behavior would be observing communication and processor utilization patterns and modify used heuristics based on these indicators. Specifically, we have found that processor starvation is often a limitation to large scalability that we believe can be addressed through additional heuristics.

Our current study examines in detail the performance of streamline computation for large-scale data sets. The same considerations also apply to pathlines, which depend on considerably larger amounts of data since it becomes necessary to advance through multiple time steps of a simulation as well as space. We have performed preliminary studies that suggest that, similar to streamlines computation, minimizing redundant I/O remains a major challenge. In particular, computing pathlines leads to many small reads that can often overwhelm the file system and dramatically affect scalability. We intend to explore reading a block from disk only once and communicating it in the same way as streamlines are passed around in our current implementation and what impact this would have on performance. Furthermore, we plan to develop improved caching strategies for streamlines and pathlines. One topic of interest is whether some limited pre-processing (e.g., binary clustering used by Hu et al. [24]) can be used to gain a sufficient overview over streamline behavior to make an informed decision concerning distributing blocks to streamlines.

Another important research area is considering algorithms that do not depend on an a priori knowledge of all seed points, but add new seed points dynamically based on an ongoing streamline calculation. One application area where this becomes necessary is the calculation of stream surfaces. It would be interesting to study how these additional seed points affect load balancing, in particular since it may be possible to base “educated guesses” on local streamline behavior. In principle, our architecture should be suited to the dynamic creation of streamlines with few modifications.

Communicating streamline geometry accounts for a large proportion of communication cost observed in our studies, particularly when following streamlines for a long period of time. In many streamline applications (e.g. Poincaré puncture plots) the total streamline geometry is not of interest in future integration. In these classes of problems, it should be sufficient to communicate solver state as well as some relatively compact derived quantities. It would be interesting to determine how these properties may be used to reduce communication overhead and how doing so affects the relative performance of our distribution strategies.
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